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Is the euro going to crash & burn?Is the euro going to crash & burn?



Is the market going to crash and burn?Is the market going to crash and burn?



Is China going to crash and burn?Is China going to crash and burn?

China Bears Jim China Bears Jim ChanosChanos & Hugh Hendry& Hugh Hendry



Are metal prices going to crash and burn?Are metal prices going to crash and burn?



Is the junior market going to crash and burn?Is the junior market going to crash and burn?



Is gold going to rise?Is gold going to rise?



The new Trader TerroristsThe new Trader Terrorists

� Algorithmic Trading – a digital interface between electronic order books and powerful

computers – logging trees with eyes blind to the forest

� Parallel trading platforms – reduced transparency for human operators and hopeless 

complexity for sorting out the causes of a “flash clash”

� Exchange traded structured products comprised of securities – injecting teeter totter 

dynamics into the market 

� The uptick rule for short selling – created because down is easier than up – was eliminated 

because high speed algorithmic trading cannot guarantee that it will not violate the uptick 

rule

� Intra-Day naked short selling – the intent to deliver or borrow is irrelevant when all trading 

positions are flattened out by the end of the day 

� Traders searching for arbitrage opportunities and thus creating liquid and efficient 

markets?

� Or searching for trends to accelerate or even generate in what amounts to systemic market 

manipulation?

� Information lag and the flash crash – destroying markets as a price discovery mechanism

� Proprietary trading is a zero sum game – from whom are Wall Street’s profits harvested?

Proprietary Trading – the new online Halo 
war game for grownups?



The Canadian War on Retail SpeculatorsThe Canadian War on Retail Speculators

� Capital pool shell mass production

� New Canadian rules designed to choke off private placement financings done outside 

the brokerage industry and put the juniors more at the mercy

� Clip and flip mentality – reveals a deep aversion to risk associated with resource 

junior projects

� Explosion of post crash paper manufacturing

� Canadian traders focused on stripping new money that flows directly into the market

� Linkage of pounds or ounces in the ground plays to macro trends undermines price 

discovery focused on project fundamentals 

� Glass half empty perception of plays focused on making an exploration discovery 

coupled with close attention from marketing activity seeking traders makes them still-

born until they deliver a discovery





Stay the 
Course



Stay the 
Course



Economic LogicEconomic Logic

� Price discovery through futures commodity 
markets becomes chaotic

� Cost structure becomes unpredictable without 
self-sufficiencythrough a closed system

� Economic analysis involving discounted value of 
future cash flows becomes pure guesswork

� Mine development focuses on large systems
with sweet spots allowing for rapid capital cost 
payback

� Economic resource nationalism undermines 
profit assumption

� The survivors will be those who have title to the 
means of production and security of supply with 
regard to the raw material inputs



� New spot pricing system

� Super Profits Tax – 40% of profit margin 
above 12% plus 28% of remainder = 
55%-60% effective tax

� Super gross royalties

� Export Taxes or Duties

� How long before every resource 
dependent nation makes a bigger tax 
grab?

Resource Nationalism, Resource Nationalism, 

Iron & Coal, AustraliaIron & Coal, Australia



“Kill the Boers”





The Chinese AnomalyThe Chinese Anomaly

� Hybrid central command economy 

with outsourced production 

� Cheap Labor – urbanization of 1 

billion rural Chinese unleashed by 

the end of orthodox communism

� No Health & Safety for Workers

� No environmental emission 

controls

� No Unions to secure medical or 

pension benefits

� US Dollar Peg: the devil’s bargain 

of maintaining an undervalued 

renminbi by bankrolling the US 

trade deficit through the 

accumulation of US treasury debt

� FDI: foreign direct investment and 

technology transfer



1 Billion OECD1 Billion OECD 3 Billion BRIC3 Billion BRIC

What will Americans & others in What will Americans & others in 

the postthe post--industrial west do that is industrial west do that is 

of value to the rest of the world?of value to the rest of the world?

What will the Chinese & the What will the Chinese & the 

rest of BRIC do to keep their rest of BRIC do to keep their 

economies growing?economies growing?

CapitalismCapitalism’’s Mandate: mobilize capital to s Mandate: mobilize capital to 

the place with the lowest cost structurethe place with the lowest cost structure



ChinaChina’’s Solution: Borrow a chapter from American Historys Solution: Borrow a chapter from American History

� Extend infrastructure into the hinterland to 
boost its domestic economy, reduce 
dependency on exports, and defuse the 
social tension between the coastal 
“haves” and the inland “have nots” – cost 
= $585 billion

� Develop “clean” energy and transportation 
infrastructure so that China can enjoy its 
“manifest destiny” several decades from 
now.

� Reduce 35% savings rate by boosting 
social and health welfare expenditures

� Gradually convert its US paper assets into 
title to hard assets around the world.

� Invest heavily in pure research in order to 
win the technology race to develop a new 
energy foundation for the world

� China is the America of Tomorrow



The Rise & Fall of the 

American Dream: Mortgage 

securitization creates a Global 

Real Estate Bubble and a 

Consumption Boom by 

dissolving the traditional self-

regulating relationship between 

lender and borrower. The result: 

Game Over.



Can the United States recover from the rupture?Can the United States recover from the rupture?



The Future of America?The Future of America?



Intergenerational Warfare? Intergenerational Warfare? 

� Boomers born 1946-1964 will all be 65 & 
over by 2030 and be 20% of US population

� Boomers have high social security 
entitlement and longevity expectations

� Boomers will control much of existing real 
estate & equity wealth

� Minorities 18-64 will be 46% of population 
by 2030

� How will this resource allocation problem 
be resolved?

Beast of 
Burden 

Voting Bloc



Are you a Cost Dumper?

Net Takers
Zero Summers

Net Givers



The Price of Easy OilThe Price of Easy Oil





ItIt’’s the unprecedented COs the unprecedented CO2 2 IevelsIevels and the rapid and the rapid 

achievement of that matter!achievement of that matter!



Through technology we have created a rapid change of 

base planetary conditions which in the past have been 

achieved only through catastrophic events. It’s less about 

global warming trends and more about reaching tipping 

points with chaotic outcomes.

Anthropogenic Carbon Loading & Climate Change



25% increase in ocean acidity is resulting in a declining 25% increase in ocean acidity is resulting in a declining 

capacity to act as a carbon sink through shell formation.capacity to act as a carbon sink through shell formation.

Rapid acidity change couple with rising ocean Rapid acidity change couple with rising ocean 

temperature threatens to destabilize the ocean ecotemperature threatens to destabilize the ocean eco--

system and collapse the food chain. Enjoy your sushi system and collapse the food chain. Enjoy your sushi 

while you can.while you can.





“Eyes in the Sky”

“32 million surplus males”

Petro-Dollar Recycling?



Raw Material Supply ChannelsRaw Material Supply Channels

Source: BPSource: BPSource: BPSource: BP



The Carrington Event

1859 Geomagnetic Storm



Thank YouThank You
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Rare Earths are an ideal hedge against Rare Earths are an ideal hedge against 

the collapse of China!the collapse of China!


